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Abstract
This study identifies population and environment drivers of genetic change in H5N1 avian
influenza viruses (AIV) in Vietnam using a landscape genetics approach. While prior work has
examined how combinations of local-level environmental variables influence H5N1 occurrence,
this research expands the analysis to the complex genetic characteristics of H5N1 viruses. A
dataset of 125 highly pathogenic H5N1 AIV isolated in Vietnam from 2003–2007 is used to
explore which population and environment variables are correlated with increased genetic change
among viruses. Results from non-parametric multidimensional scaling and regression analyses
indicate that variables relating to both the environmental and social ecology of humans and birds
in Vietnam interact to affect the genetic character of viruses. These findings suggest that it is a
combination of suitable environments for species mixing, the presence of high numbers of
potential hosts, and in particular the temporal characteristics of viral occurrence, that drive genetic
change among H5N1 AIV in Vietnam.
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BACKGROUND
Highly pathogenic H5N1 avian influenza virus has persisted at endemic levels in poultry and
human populations in Vietnam and other Asian countries since 2003. The continuous
incidence and evolution of H5N1 influenza viruses is likely to be driven by complex and
dynamic interactions between birds and people and the social and natural environments in
which they circulate. While there exist some research efforts into which combinations of
population and environment variables are related to the spatiotemporal patterns of H5N1
incidence, and a multitude of phylogeographic studies explore the molecular evolution of
viruses in space and time, there has been little attention paid to how population and
environment interactions affect avian influenza molecular evolution (Martin, et al, 2011,
Gilbert, et al, 2008, Pfeiffer, et al, 2007, Liang, et al, 2010, Pfeiffer, et al, 2009, Wallace and
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Fitch, 2008, Janies, et al, 2007, Wallace, et al, 2007). Prior research into H5N1 avian
influenza in Vietnam has indicated a general north to south movement of viruses, with
genetic diversity occurring likely as the result of isolation by distance (Carrel, et al,
2010,Wan, et al, 2008). We sought to further explore these patterns of genetic diversity in
Vietnamese H5N1 viral isolates in order to understand what elements in the social and
natural environments of the Vietnamese landscape were driving this genetic variation.
The emerging field of landscape genetics focuses on the interactions between evolutionary
outcomes and environmental features in the belief that spatial variation in genetics indicates
underlying landscape processes (Manel, et al, 2003, Storfer, et al, 2007, Balkenhol, et al,
2009, Guillot, et al, 2005). While primarily employed by biologists and ecologists exploring
the genetics of plants and animal populations, there is a growing recognition that the theory
and methods of landscape genetics can be used in the investigation of drivers to disease
diffusion of human pathogens (Archie, et al, 2009, Criscione, et al, 2010). By combining
analytic tools from landscape ecology with genetic analysis, the varying effects of
environmental and population characteristics on H5N1 genetic change can be assessed.
Informing this exploration of population and environment drivers of avian influenza
evolution is theory from disease ecology. The disease ecology framework that is part of the
field of medical geography posits that disease outcomes are the result of complex
interactions between people and their environments, and that to understand disease you must
examine both the physical (environmental) and social aspects of human lives (Mayer and
Meade, 1994, Mayer, 2000, Meade, 1977). Applying this theory, developed to study disease
in humans, to the evolution of avian influenza viruses is appropriate, given that H5N1 avian
influenza is an anthropozoonotic pathogen and that the majority of infected birds in Vietnam
are living as domesticated animals in environments highly mediated by their human owners.
Understanding molecular change in H5N1 avian influenza viruses as the outcome of
interacting environmental and social pressures facilitates the generation of a dataset of
hypothesized drivers of molecular change that are then analyzed using landscape genetics
methodology (Figure 1).
DATA & METHODS
The dataset used to explore potential population and environment drivers of H5N1 avian
influenza genetic change consists of 125 highly pathogenic H5N1 viruses isolated in
Vietnam between 2003 and 2007 (Figure 2). Viruses were either collected by the National
Centre for Veterinary Diagnostics (NCVD) of Hanoi, Vietnam or publicly available in
GenBank. Each of the isolates used in the analysis had a full or nearly full genetic sequence
available, as well as information regarding the province and year in which it was observed.
The majority of the viruses in the dataset (110) were detected in domestic poultry such as
chickens and ducks. The remaining 15 viruses were found in species such as geese and
quail, as well as in environmental sampling of places where poultry live, such as soil. The
NCVD collaborates with the regional offices of the Vietnamese Department of Animal
Health to detect H5N1 outbreaks in backyard poultry flocks, commercial farms and live bird
markets (Wan, et al, 2008).
Phylogenetic analysis of the H5N1 viruses in the dataset indicates that they share a single
genetic lineage, descendant from a potential progenitor virus found in Hong Kong in 2002
(A/duck/HongKong/821/2002(H5N1)). This lineage, known as HK821-like, could result
from a single introduction of the virus into Vietnam, though exactly how the introduction
took place remains unknown (Wan, et al, 2008).
The most likely source of the introduction was overland trade in poultry or poultry products
at Vietnam’s northern border with China (Wang, et al, 2008). The genetic distance for each
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Vietnamese virus from the progenitor Hong Kong virus was calculated using PATRISTIC
methods. Under the PATRISTIC framework, the degree of genetic difference between two
viruses is determined by the length of the branches connecting them in a phylogenetic tree
(Fourment and Gibbs, 2006). Longer branches result in higher genetic distances and indicate
greater degrees of genetic change. Influenza viruses are comprised of eight gene segments
which encode ten or eleven proteins, depending on the strain: hemagglutinin (HA),
neuraminidase (NA), matrix proteins (MP) M1 and M2, nonstructural proteins NS1 and
NS2, a nucleoprotein (NP), three polymerases (PA, PB1, and PB2), and PB1-F2. Each of
these gene segments can mutate independently of the others, so eight total genetic distance
measures were calculated for each of the 125 viruses (Carrel, et al, in press).
Using a geographic information system (GIS), each virus was assigned the latitude and
longitude of the geographic center (centroid) of the province in which it was found. Viruses
were located in 28 of Vietnam’s 63 provinces (Figure 2). Then, also using the GIS, the
geographic distance in kilometers was calculated between the province centroid and the
centroid of Hong Kong. Temporal distance in years was calculated simply as the number of
years between the progenitor virus (2002) and each of the viruses in our dataset (2003 to
2007).
Population-environment dataset creation
In addition, population and environment variables believed to be potential drivers of genetic
change under a disease ecology framework (as outlined in Figure 1) were calculated for each
province with an H5N1 viral occurrence (Table 1). Measures of these hypothesized drivers
were gathered from the General Statistics Office of Vietnam and from several other online
data sources, including: NASA’s Shuttle Radar Topography Mission (SRTM30), the
University of Maryland’s Global Landcover Classification Facility (GLCF) and Columbia
University’s Center for International Earth Science Information Network (CIESIN) (Center
for International Earth Science Information Network (CIESIN), 2010, General Statistics
Office of Vietnam, 2010, Hansen, et al, 1998, Shuttle Radar Topography Mission (SRTM),
2009).
The circulation of the human population of Vietnam could influence genetic variation of
H5N1 viruses via the movement of poultry between farm and market or the movement of
poultry products across the country. Larger human populations also increase the odds of
interaction between people and birds, and increase the probability of viruses being
transferred across space. Four variables, human population density, passenger traffic, and
road and water freight, were included to test these associations.
Measures of the number of rural residents in each province acts as a proxy for the number of
people engaged in agriculture that makes use of an integrated farming system including
Vuon (agricultural plots), Ao (ponds), and Chuong (caged birds). In this system the
droppings of poultry are used in farming fish and to fertilize crops, while the birds
themselves are used to consume insect pests in fields (Cristalli and Capua, 2007). The
number of urban residents in a province indicates regions of high population circulation,
with people moving between cities and rural regions, as well as areas of concentration of
live bird markets selling rural-raised poultry to city-based consumers. Measures of income,
high school education and medical professionals in a province allow for the testing of
hypotheses that socioeconomic status, hygiene practices, knowledge of influenza
contamination and spread, access to vaccination and veterinary care, and access to human
health care can act as drivers of molecular evolution, by influencing whether humans permit
the virus to persist and spread through home environments. Socioeconomic status and high
school education are closely linked variables, and can also influence viral evolution via the
likelihood of a person to report sick poultry or cull sick flocks.
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The number of susceptible hosts, as measured by provincial poultry density, and the number
of potential intermediary hosts, as measured by pig density, could act to drive molecular
change via increased chances of infection or viral exchange. Finally, spaces in which
susceptible and infected hosts can exchange viruses, or spaces where humans can come into
contact with and subsequently spread viruses, include water surfaces of varying types,
including aquaculture ponds, wet rice agricultural plots, and lakes, ponds or streams
(classified as water surface per province). Areas of low elevation are more likely to host wet
rice agricultural land, and to have more spaces of species interaction, and paddy areas with
higher rice yields can indicate double or triple cropping and thus more time per year covered
in water. All human and environment variables, as generated from a disease ecology
perspective, were tested for their relationship to H5N1 viral evolution.
Because viruses were geocoded at the province level, the population and environment
variables were also scaled to the province. Viral genetic characteristics were then associated
with these population and environment variables on the basis of their province of isolation
and their year of isolation (for those population and environmental variables where annual-
specific numbers were available, such as high school graduation rate). Thus, for every virus
there were eight genetic distance measures, temporal and geographic distance from the
progenitor virus, and eighteen hypothesized population and environment independent
variables.
Ordination analysis
Non-metric multidimensional scaling (NMDS) is one of several ordination techniques that
can be used to visualize and explore the underlying structure of multiple dependent
variables, and to further relate these structures to independent predictor variables. In NMDS,
the object is to find a configuration for n points (the 125 viruses) in multidimensional space
such that the space between points closely corresponds to the observed dissimilarities
measured in p elements (the 8 genetic distances calculated as branch lengths). Using an n by
p input matrix (125 by 8), a symmetrical n by n matrix of all pairwise distances is calculated,
in this case with a Euclidean distance measure. Each pairwise distance summarizes the
amount of difference between the 125 viruses across all eight genetic measures.
The exact configuration of the points in the final ordination is the result of an iterative
process. Distances among the n points in the initial configuration are regressed against the
original distances in the n by n matrix using a non-parametric approach fitted by least-
squares. A perfect ordination of the points would exhibit an exact match of the ordinated
points on the regression line. Stress, or goodness of fit, measures how well the distances
between ordinated points correspond to the distances calculated from in the original n by n
matrix. Stress is most commonly calculated as:
where dhi is the ordinated distance between two samples and d̂hi is the distance predicted
from the regression (Kruskal, 1964a, Steyvers, 2006). Ordinated points are then moved by
small amounts to decrease stress and increase the fit against a re-calculated regression line.
This process continues until no further movement of the ordinated n points results in a
reduction in stress.
The dimensionality of NMDS is an expression of the axes of variation within the data. The
optimum number of dimensions used in the NMDS is chosen to minimize stress without
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compromising the utility of the scaling process. Too few dimensions will mask variation in
the dataset, while too many will split one axis of variation across multiple axes. By plotting
stress against dimensions, the point at which adding axes of variation does little to reduce
stress is an indication of how many dimensions should be used in the analysis (Kruskal,
1964a). Stress values of 20% and above indicate a poor fit for the data, 10% indicate a fair
fit, 5% are good and anything less than 2.5% is excellent (with 0% being a perfect match
between the observed dissimilarities and the ordinated dissimilarities) (Kruskal, 1964b).
Once the H5N1 viruses were ordinated according to their genetic characteristics, each of the
eighteen population and environment variables, as well as the geographic and temporal
distance variables, were associated with the ordination. Each variable is aligned in the viral
ordination space in the direction of its most rapid change and where its correlation with the
ordination configuration is maximal. A goodness of fit statistic (the squared correlation
coefficient, or R2) is calculated via permutation analysis. Arrow lengths for each population
and environment variable indicate goodness of fit scores (i.e. longer arrows for higher R2).
These scores were plotted and variables with values greater than 0.10 were taken to be the
most important drivers of genetic change among H5N1 viruses. This cutoff was chosen as an
initial way to cull the number of independent predictors of H5N1 genetic change that the
study would focus on.
Cluster analysis & linear regression
Clustering techniques were used to assign the ordinated viruses into like groups. The
number of clusters that the ordinated points were divided into was chosen to optimize the
similarity of points within the cluster and maximize the difference of points between
clusters. The Partana ratio measures the within-cluster to among-cluster similarity of
classifications, while the silhouette width is a measurement of the mean similarity of each
object to the other objects in its cluster, compared to its mean similarity to the most similar
cluster. The NMDS ordination was thus classified into the number of clusters at which both
the Partana ratio and the silhouette width increased. Subsequently, variation in the variables
with scores greater than 0.10 was assessed across the clusters. The relative importance of
each of these variables in assigning viruses to clusters was then assessed as an indication of
how each differentiation across the range of the predictor variable values corresponded to
differentiation in cluster assignments. In other words, which variables seemed to be most
associated with the division of viruses into clusters?
While fitting the environmental variables onto the ordination and then examining the
influence of the environmental variables across clusters indicates the strength of
relationships, it does not indicate the direction of relationships. Linear regression was used
to explore the direction and statistical significance of the relationship between the NMDS
variables and genetic outcomes. A three-dimensional NMDS was found to be the optimal
data configuration, so each of the three NMDS axes scores for the 125 viruses comprised the
outcome variable, and predictor variables included in the initial model were all those with
R2>.10. Variables were then discarded if they exhibited high multicollinearity with other
variables (as indicated by Variance Inflation Factor (VIF) scores of 6 or greater. The choice
of which variables to retain among those that exhibited multicollinearity was made based
upon improved R2. Non-significant variables were then discarded iteratively and if their
exclusion from the model resulted in improved model fit, as measured by the Akaike
Information Criterion (AIC) and the Log-Likelihood Ratio (LLR), they were excluded from
the final model.
NMDS, fitting the population and environment variables to the ordination and clustering
analysis was carried out in R2.9.2 using the labdsv, vegan, MASS, optpart, and
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randomForest packages (R Development Core Team, 2011). Regression was conducted in
SAS®9.1.3(SAS Institute Inc., 2008).
RESULTS
For the H5N1 influenza genetic dataset, at three dimensions stress is minimized (3.8%)
without adding more unnecessary dimensions (Figure 3).
A plot of the observed n by n matrix versus the ordinated differences (Figure 4) indicates
that the final three-dimensional NMDS ordination well-represents the measured genetic
distances in the viral dataset.
Fitting the population-environment variables to the ordination
The first two dimensions in the final ordination appear in Figure 5A, and all eighteen
population and environment variables hypothesized to relate to genetic differentiation
among H5N1 avian flu viruses, along with indicators of the temporal and genetic
relationships to the progenitor virus, are fitted into the ordination in Figure 5B. Many of the
population-environment variables have the same alignment in the ordinated space (clustered
to the right side of the chart), while temporal distance from the progenitor virus (Temporal
Distance), the amount of geographic distance between viruses and the progenitor virus
(Geographic Distance), and the amount of surface devoted to aquaculture in a province
(Aquaculture) have their own distinct axes through the ordinated space.
Plotting the R2 calculated for each of the population-environment variables indicated that
only five had scores of greater than 0.2 (Figure 6). These five variables are temporal
distance, geographic distance, aquaculture surface, population density and high school
graduation rate. Three other variables had R2 of greater than 0.15: pig population density,
poultry population density and road freight. Five variables had R2 of greater than 0.10:
percent water surface in a province, percent built surface, paddy yield, average income of
the lowest quintile income individuals and rural population size.
Plotting only these thirteen variables onto the ordination indicates their differing strengths
and relationships to the scaled genetic distances (Figure 7). As mentioned above, temporal
distance, geographic distance and aquaculture surface have long axes of differentiation
through the lower scores on the first dimension and the higher scores on the second
dimension. The other ten variables have closely adjoining directions of change through the
ordination, towards the higher scores on the first dimension and the zero range on the second
dimension. The axes for high school graduation rate and population density are the longest,
reflecting their larger R2.
Cluster assignment
Each of the 125 ordinated points was assigned to a cluster to examine how the influence of
these thirteen independent variables with R2 greater than 0.10 differed within the dataset.
Seven clusters were defined, based upon the number at which both the Partana ratio and the
silhouette width was maximized (Figure 8). Examining the cluster patterns (Figure 9) we see
that one virus has also been assigned to its own cluster based on its distance from all other
viruses in ordination space across all three dimensions. Examining the genetic
characteristics of this virus indicates that it is a duck isolate and that it has the highest
genetic distance from the progenitor Hong Kong virus on the HA and PB1 gene segments.
Box plots are used to display how each of the thirteen independent variables differ among
clusters (Figure 10).
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From the boxplots, it appears that viruses within each of the clusters (grouped according to
their place in the ordination) have different interactions with the thirteen population-
environment and geographic and temporal variables. The cluster assignments closely follow
the temporal characteristics of the viruses, as seen in the Temporal Distance boxplot,
wherein five of the seven clusters have viruses all isolated in the same year, and the
remaining three clusters include viruses isolated within a year of one-another. The single
virus in Cluster 3 is associated with high geographic and temporal distance, it was isolated
in a southern province in 2007, but low population density and poultry and pig populations,
as well as low high school graduation. Cluster 2, in contrast, has viruses in provinces with
high human, pig and poultry populations and very high rates of high school graduation.
Some independent variables show high divergence across cluster assignments (population
density, rural population) while others have similar values across clusters (aquaculture, low
income quintile).
Figure 11 provides a visual representation of how each variable relates to the overall
similarity of viruses included in each cluster. Greater decreases in the Gini index indicate
that splitting ordination points according to that variable results in better in-cluster similarity
and between-cluster dissimilarity. Thus, splitting ordination points according to the temporal
distance variable most improves the cluster assignments, while differentiating points by
human, population density, paddy yield or road freight characteristics has less effect. This
would indicate that temporal distance has the greatest association with viral ordination,
while the road freight variable has much less so. These Gini measures were used to assess
the reliability of the R2 found when fitting the environmental variables. Overall, there is
general agreement between those variables with higher R2 when fit to the ordination plot
and those variables with high Gini measures when the ordinated points are clustered.
Regression results
All thirteen variables with R2 of >0.10, regardless of their importance indicated in Figure
11, were included in the initial regression. Based upon VIF scores of more than 6, the pig
and poultry population variables were iteratively removed, and neither had significant
interactions with the dependent variables and their exclusion improved model fit so they
were dropped in the final model. Four other variables were removed from the final model,
based upon non-significant interactions with all three outcome variables and decreased AIC
and increased LLR with their elimination. The final models included seven predictor
variables (Table 2).
Dimension scores for each virus indicate the amount of genetic difference across all eight
gene segments. Thus, a positive relationship between predictor and outcome variables
indicates increased difference in ordination scores, while a negative direction indicates
closer ordination scores (i.e. viruses that are more similar genetically so more similar in
ordination space). As the amount of land devoted to aquaculture in a province decreases, so
does the genetic differentiation among viruses. As high school graduation in a province
increases, genetic differentiation increases. Population density, on the second NMDS
dimension, is significantly and positively related to genetic difference. Temporal distance is
a statistically significant, with the largest coefficients, predictor of genetic difference across
all three dimensions, though the direction of the relationship varies from dimension to
dimension. In the first and third dimensions, increased amount of surface water is
significantly associated with increased genetic differentiation, and on the first dimension the
income of the poorest populations in a province are positively associated with genetic
distance.
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This paper describes a new approach for understanding spatio-temporal distributions of
influenza by investigating the fundamental population and environmental drivers of viral
evolution. Differentiation among the eight gene segments of H5N1 avian influenza viruses is
most associated with a combination of seven population-environment variables and temporal
characteristics: the amount of aquaculture in a province, the high school graduation
percentage in a province, the population density of a province, the surface covered in water
in a province, the socioeconomic status of provincial residents and the amount temporal
distance between viruses and the Hong Kong progenitor virus. These population and
environment characteristics associated with genetic differentiation are similar to those
associated with H5N1 incidence, although poultry population and wet-rice agriculture were
not as significant in our analysis as in incidence studies (Martin, et al, 2011, Gilbert, et al,
2008, Paul, et al, 2010).
As the amount of land devoted to aquaculture decreases, genetic differentiation increases.
This result is surprising, given that aquaculture practices and areas have been previously
found to be associated with H5N1 incidence and perpetuation of the virus in the
environment (Pfeiffer, et al, 2007, Cristalli and Capua, 2007). However, the amount of water
surface area in a province was positively associated (with very large coefficients) with
genetic differentiation, capturing the fact that surface water sites are zones of interaction
among infected and uninfected poultry, where the water surface provides a medium for
fecal-oral transmission of the virus (Brown, et al, 2007).
As high school graduation increases, genetic differentiation increases: high school
graduation in this case is a proxy for general education levels. Education has been shown to
have an effect on hygiene behaviors in households and their knowledge about how influenza
is transmitted (Dinh, et al, 2006, Thorson, et al, 2006). In areas where education levels are
higher, H5N1 viruses not only are incident but are also more genetically different. High
school graduation rates may also be taken as a proxy for socioeconomic status, with richer
provinces having higher graduation levels. We observed that as the income of the poorest
population quintile in provinces increased, in other words as the socioeconomic status of the
poor went up, so too did genetic differentiation. This, combined with the finding about high
school graduation status, is counter-intuitive. One would expect that poorer provinces with
lower high school graduation rates would be associated with greater amounts of H5N1
genetic diversity if farmers could not afford to treat their flocks or improperly treated them.
But we speculate that these findings are capturing the fact that wealthier and better-educated
farmers actually raise more poultry and wealthier local populations have greater demand for
duck and chicken products (meat, eggs, etc.). These findings are also perhaps capturing the
wealthier and better-educated populations in Vietnam’s cities, the regions around which are
associated with outbreaks of H5N1 influenza.
This speculation is supported by findings that as population density in a province increases,
so does genetic differentiation: more people means more opportunities for mixing and
movement of viruses in the landscape as people travel among farms and from homes to
markets and back again. Areas of high human population density are also correlated with
high domestic poultry population densities, and have previously been associated with H5N1
risk (Gilbert, et al, 2008, Pfeiffer, et al, 2007, Paul, et al, 2010).
Temporal distance from the progenitor virus was the single strongest predictor of genetic
differentiation in the NMDS, the clustering algorithm and the regression analyses. As time
goes by, genetic change among viruses increases on one of the three NMDS dimensions, but
decreases on the other two. This is representative of the process by which viruses gradually
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evolve, such that some viruses isolated in the same year are genetically very different while
others isolated years apart are genetically very similar. While genetic change can be very
rapid, certain genetic sequences can also remain established in viral populations for long
periods of time. The role of temporal distance as uncovered by this analysis highlights the
fact that landscape-level processes of genetic change are always going to be mediated by the
effects of time, and that any consideration of population-environmental drivers of
pathogenic evolution that do not control for this influence will be seriously flawed.
Several variables were dropped from the final model, and several were not included in
regression modeling because their relationship to the viral ordination was weak. Pig and
poultry population densities, though they had high R2, had relatively low impact on
decreasing the Gini index when ordinated points were clustered. Their exclusion from the
final model improved how well the ordinated genetic distance measures were predicted. This
result is surprising, given the hypothesized effect that increased numbers of susceptible hosts
or intermediate hosts for H5N1 avian influenza would increase genetic differentiation. It is
possible that the inclusion of human population density can capture this effect, however,
given that domestic poultry populations are associated with the presence of human farmers.
Road freight, as well as the other circulation variables of passenger traffic and water freight,
were not important drivers of molecular differentiation. Similarly, the measures of rural
versus urban populations were not significantly associated with the viral ordinations. This
suggests that, while overall population density is important, these indicators of cities and
population movement are less correlated with viral diversity. It is also noteworthy that the
only space of species mixing that was found to influence genetic differentiation was that of
aquaculture and percent water surface, that the area in a province devoted to wet rice
agriculture (and paddy yield and elevation), was not linked to high levels of genetic change.
Finally, the number of medical professionals in a province, a proxy for access to care,
evidenced no significant relationship.
This ecological analysis was conducted at the provincial level, based upon the availability of
spatial data for each of the 125 viral isolates. Such a scalar limitation is not uncommon in
the newly emerging field of landscape genetic analysis of human pathogens. The scale at
which human pathogen data is collected and released is often crude from a geographic
perspective, and necessitates the aggregation of cases to the centroids of spatial units and the
aggregation of predictor variables to a similar scale. If the specific latitude/longitude of the
125 H5N1 cases used in this study was known, then greater understanding of specific
landscape-level drivers of genetic change could be examined, with potentially different
results from those presented in this paper. The modifiable areal unit problem (MAUP) is one
that continually challenges researchers seeking to understand the landscape drivers of
pathogenic evolution. It is hoped that just as there is increasing availability of high-
resolution spatial data there will be increasing collection and distribution of geographically
precise disease data.
The strong and significant relationships that were found between the ordinated viral
distances and the population environment datasets indicate that areas with high population
densities, non-specifically rural or urban, and relatively high income and education levels, as
well as environmental sites where avian species can readily exchange viruses, are areas
where genetic differences among viruses are the greatest. These social and environmental
variables are mediated, however, by the dominant influence of time on molecular evolution.
Examining genetic differentiation rather than simply incidence is important, given the
potential for viruses to develop the ability to jump species barriers and increase
pathogenicity as they evolve. Additionally, using a disease ecology perspective to frame the
study allows the findings to be informed by theories about the ways in which human
interactions with avian populations in natural and social environments can affect evolution
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of H5N1 viruses, and, when combined with landscape genetics, can potentially be extended
to study the evolution of other anthropozoonotic pathogens.
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Framework describing the disease ecology of H5N1 avian influenza in Vietnam’s domestic
poultry.
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Provincial boundaries of Vietnam and geographic locations of H5N1 viral isolation.
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Measures of stress versus dimensionality. Above three dimensions, reductions in stress are
minimal.
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Distances calculated from the observed data (x-axis) versus the ordinated distance (y-axis).
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A- Plot of the 125 viral points within the first two ordinated dimensions. B- All of the
hypothesized population-environment drivers of genetic change arrayed over the scaled
genetic measures, showing each variable’s axis of differentiation through the 3-dimensional
space. Longer axes of differentiation indicate greater association with the genetic distances
arrayed in the 3-dimensional space.
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Histogram of goodness of fit scores for population-environment variables. Only thirteen
variables exhibit scores greater than 0.10, indicating a high level of correlation with the
scaled genetic data.
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The axes of differentiation for thirteen independent variables with goodness of fit scores of
0.10 or above: aquaculture, population density, high school graduation, poultry, pigs, road
freight, percent water, percent built, paddy yield, rural population, income of poorest
quintile, geographic distance and temporal distance.
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The optimum number of clusters maximizes both Partana ratio and silhouette width. Seven
clusters best describe the scaled genetic data.
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NMDS results (the first two dimensions, out of three) charted according to cluster
assignment.
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Distributions of the thirteen independent variables within each of the 7 clusters.
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Varying importance of the thirteen variables in relation to the genetic differentiation of
viruses. This is an indication of the strength but not the direction or statistical significance of
relationships.
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Table 1
Population and environment variables included in the analysis.
Column1 Variable Measure (per province) Dates Source
Population
Population density median persons/square kilometer 2005 ‡‡
Passenger traffic million persons/road kilometer 2003–2007 **
Waterway freight traffic million tons/kilometer 2003–2007 **
Roadway freight traffic million tons/kilometer 2003–2007 **
Rural population thousand persons 2003–2007 **
Urban population thousand persons average monthly income, income 2003–2007 **
Income indicators inequality 1999 **
High school graduates percent graduates 2003–2007 **
Medical professionals total persons 2003–2007 **
Environment
Poultry thousand head 2003–2007 **
Pigs thousand head 2003–2007 **
Planted area of rice paddy thousand hectares 2003–2007 **
Yield of rice paddy quintal per hectare 2003–2007 **
Water surface for aquaculture thousand hectares 2003–2007 **
Water surface area percent 1981–1994 composite §§
Urban/built surface area percent 1981–1994 composite §§
Elevation median kilometers above sea level 2000 ††
**
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